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ESTTA Filing Receipt

This ESTTA Filing Receipt confirms receipt of your filing
associated with the above-identified ESTTA Tracking Number.

Your filing may be viewed on TTABVUE at
http://ttabvue.uspto.gov/ttabvue/ . If you don't see your filing
on TTABVUE a week after you file, or if you received an error
message or experienced a technical issue while submitting your
filing on ESTTA, please send an email to estta@uspto.gov and
provide the ESTTA Tracking Number and the Serial, Registration or
Proceeding Number identified above, and a brief description of the
error message or technical issue you encountered.

For non-technical status or information inquiries, please contact
the TTAB Assistance Center at ttabinfo@uspto.gov or 571-272-8500
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time
(ET).
----
Tracking No.: ESTTA953568
Filing date: 02/12/2019

Petition for Cancellation

Notice is hereby given that the following party requests to cancel indicated registration.

Petitioner Information

Name: Lexington Medical, Inc.
Entity: Corporation
Citizenship: DelawareAddress: 11 Executive Park Drive
Billerica, MA 01862
UNITED STATES

Attorney information:
James T. Nikolai
DeWitt LLP
2100 AT&T Tower
901 Marquette Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55402
UNITED STATES
jtn@dewittllp.com, acl@dewittllp.com, bmr@dewittllp.com
612-305-1518

Registrations Subject to Cancellation
Registration No: 4853082
Registration Date: 11/17/2015
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Registrant:
Aeon Scientific AG
Rütistrasse 12
CH-8952 Schlieren
SWITZERLAND

Goods/Services Subject for Cancellation
Class 010.  First Use: 0   First Use In Commerce: 0
All goods and services in the class are subject to cancellation, namely: Surgical and medical apparatus and
instruments for use in surgery; robotic instruments, namely, surgical robots and robotic arms for surgical purposes
for use in human body; magnetic navigation systems for medical use; medical apparatus, namely, systems for
steering medical devices within the human body through the use of magnetic fields and magnetic torqueand force
featuring robotic arms, electro magnets and magnetic medical devices;catheters; rigid and flexible medical
endoscopes; magnets and electric magnets for medical applications; atherectomy apparatus; conducting wires for
medical use; apparatus for locating medical apparatus in the body; medical electrodes and catheters with electrodes;
medical mapping systems featuring robotic arms, electro magnets and receivers to receive, store and make visible
magnetic fields

Grounds for Cancellation:

      Abandonment
      Trademark Act Section 14(3)
    

      No bona fide intent to use the mark  as required under Section 66(a) of the Trademark Act
    

Registration No: 4848405
Registration Date: 11/10/2015
Registrant:
aeon scientific AG
Rütistrasse 12
CH-8952 Schlieren-Zurich
SWITZERLAND

Goods/Services Subject for Cancellation
Class 010.  First Use: 0   First Use In Commerce: 0
All goods and services in the class are subject to cancellation, namely: Surgical and medical apparatus and
instruments for use in surgery; robotic instruments, namely, surgical robots and robotic arms for surgical purposes
for use in human body; magnetic navigation systems for medical use; medical apparatus, namely, systems for
steering medical devices within the human body through the use of magnetic fields and magnetic torqueand force
featuring robotic arms, electro magnets and magnetic medical devices;catheters; rigid and flexible medical
endoscopes; magnets and electric magnets for medical applications; atherectomy apparatus; conducting wires for
medical use; apparatus for locating medical apparatus in the body; medical electrodes and catheters with electrodes;
medical mapping systems featuring robotic arms, electro magnets and receivers to receive, store and make visible
magnetic fields

Grounds for Cancellation:

      Abandonment
      Trademark Act Section 14(3)
    

      No bona fide intent to use the mark as required by Section 66(a) of the Trademark Act.
    

Related Proceedings: Petitioner is the owner of pending U.S. Trademark Application Serial Ni. 87/826,390 for the



mark AEON

Attachments:
Petition to Cancel.pdf

James T. Nikolai
/james t nikolai/
02/12/2019


